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System Devised to Pr·ofecf Freshman

'.

ln order to stabliUze grading in
freshman English classes, the hea£1
of freshman English has
established a gtading guideline the average grade should fall
between 2.3 and 2. 7 - which has
caused :t:esentment among
teaching assistants.
Paul Davis, head of freshman
English, said the grade guideline
was made to protect studenta, and
teaching assistants must come to
him if thci:t: grades fall outside the
average.
"We were getting too much
variation in grading- some classes
nearly all A's, while some were all
D's," Davis said. "Often it was
just luck if a student got a very
difficult, or very easy teacher."
Some teaching assistants agree
that stabilization was needed, but
feel that such a definite guideline
is wrong.
Forced Failure
Peter Eller, teaching assistant,
said, "Grade stabilization is a
.legitimate concern. However, the
means for average grading have
not been defined. The professor
might have to pull some students
to failure so that his class average
will fit between the poles of 2.3
and 2.7"
Davis noted that teachers
should come to him if their grades
fall outside the average.
"The assistants shouldn't push
their students' grades around,
they should try to push me
around. If I agree that theix class
is \tn•umal, they can have a
different grade average," DaviP

Paul Davis

Ef~glish

Students

sa,td.
However, Davis noted that
assistants ron a risk in giving very
high or low average grades. '
"The faculty are accountable
for grading. I could recommend
against reappointment of a
teaching assistant if he didn't
follow the guideline," Davis said.
Insult
Teaching assistant Dal Symes
feels that such scrutiny is insulting
to the faculty.
"Many of us have been teaching
for years," he said. "It is a smear
on our professionalism to impose
a grading guideline. It doesn't
allow for student improvement
and I am ignoring it."
Rob Wood 1 teacher assistant,
also said that the grading might
restrictstudents.
"How can the teacher allow for
student improvement when he
must keep grades to a certain
average?" he said.
Nevertheless~ Davis said
student improvement can be
rewarded.
"If· student grades are climbing
too high with improvement,
perhaps the teacher started
grading too high," he said. "Of
course there are very good
teachers whose classes get much
better. They can come to me and
show me the students' work. The
grading guideline is flexible- the
good student will not be
penalized."
·
Beginnings
The grade average was
cstabllshcd when freshmen last

ZIMME&:.~r~.u\F , -. ·

year compla'i'"fiiijd ~:,,(i:t:'widely
divergent grades, Davis.~aid. So
the grades for freshmen last spring
were averaged to arrive at the 2.3
to 2. 7 spread.
However, Davis and the
teaching assistants agreed that
grading is a poor measure of
college performance.
''We would like to take all the
penal ties out of attempting
freshman English by establishing a
Credit • Withdrawal system,"
Davis said. "However, this would
require an action by the general
faculty."
Roy Jones, teaching assistant,
agreed that a grade guideline is
not the answer.
"The grade guideline is a bad
answer to a bad situation. The
guideline categori:z;es students
between 2.3 and 2.7, but grades
themselves are categorization," he
said.
The grade guideline was
established at an early faculty
meeting where it received some
strong opposition, Davis said.
No Opposition
However, neither Davis or the
assistants have reported any
organized movement to oppose
the grade directive.
Ellen Spangler, teaching
assistant, said the whole grade
guide issue is just serving to
proton~ a poor system of student
evaluation.
"The grade guideline is no
solution- it just re-emphasizes
th.e importance of grades," she
smd.

Student Apathy Causes Sought

r--

Human Machines Attend Classes
By LESLIE WADDY
Since the turbulence on campus
in the spring of '70, there seems
to be a prevailing air of apathy on
campus. Students shuffle. in and
out of classes and the Union with
interest in little else besides the
mechanics of going to class. Is this
apparent oblivious attitude
toward campus activity apathy or
what?
Several administrators, ASUNM
President, GSA President, and
Captain of the UNM police, were
asked what they thought about
apathy on campus.
ASUNM President Ken White
views the lack of student
participation as a "calculated
disinterest" .rather than an
apathetic condition. "A vast
majority of our student
population are commuters*
They're not interested in campus
happenings because their interests
lie outside. I don't think it's
apathy but their conception that

they~re

here at UNM just to get an
education," said White.
Misplaced
"It seems like a misplaced set
of values where job and education
dominate our thinking," White
said.
President of GSA, Bert Hansen
feels there is definitely an
apathetic condition on campus.
This i3 nomcthing Hansen has
fought against continually while
attending UNM. In a 1969 report
on teaching and learning, Hansen
wrote: uA student is, in a sense,
afraid to stand up and speak out
for fear of undefined, unfavorable
consequences hom some
unknown direction.''
Hansen elaborated on his
feelings recently. c;Among
students one of the main reasons
for apathy is that they have
basically been sup}>ressed and
punished for free thinking.
'llte;y're essentially conditioned to
believe they can't do anything.

1
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They don't realize they count,"
said Hansen.
Old Stuff
uThere's nothing new about
apathy. This new awareness thing
is :mostly a lid. Most students are
like their parents. They won't
vote and unless their security or
status is threatened they won't go
out and do something. It's just
fortunate therf' arP. P.Xceptions to
this.
"I think the answer is for more
students to put energy behind
their words. This seems to be the
only way to change the babied
image of students," Hansen said.
Chester Travelstead, vice
president of academic affairs, has
an optimistic view toward the
situation on campus. Travelstead
sees UNM as progressing toward
involvement and improvement
although it is not a dramatic
movement.
•' The changes in Arts and
{please tum to page 4)

Ailment Forces Harlan to Retire
2 Court Vacancies Open to Nixon 'Tailoring'
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Justice
Juhn M. Harlani 72 and suffering
from cancer, retired from the U.S.
Supreme Court Thursday, creating
a second vacany and giving
President Nixon yet another
opportunity to tailor the court to
his strict constructionist
philosophy.
Harlan sent a special meSsenger
to the White House with his letter
of resignation; and it was accepted
by Nixon effective immediately.
He followed Justice Hugo L.
Black into retirement by less than
a week.
President Nixon said history
would regard Harlan as "one of
the court's towering figures.''
16-Year Veteran
A 16·year veteran, Harlan has
led the court's conservative
:minority. He has been
hospitalized since Aug. 16 with a
recurrent back ailment, which his
doctor said Thursday was a result
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of "a cancerous process in one of
the bones of the lower spine."
His retirement creates the first
double - "acancy on the court in
30 years and there was
speculation that Nixon would
cho(')se a woman- who would be
the first female justice in
history - for one of them. The
White House announcement
carefully ·avoided saying Nixott
was looking for a man to replace
Harlan, as it did when Black

(Program Changel
Today is the last day to pick up
a dropfadd slip without paying a
$5 charge for it. Deadline is 5
p.m. 'I'his deadline is a change
from what is indicated itt the
UNM Catalog, which lists the last
day for free drops and adds as
Sept. 25.

resigned. Press Secretary Ronald
Ziegler said Nbcon would try "to
firtd highly qualified persons for
these positions. 11
Fourth Opening
Harlan1s resignation will give
Nixon the fourth opportunity
sirtce he took office to appoint a
justice to the nine - member
court. This is the first time since
the third - term of President
Franklin D. Roosevelt's
administration that a president
has had four "acancies to fiU in a
single term.
Nixon has been a frequent
critic of the court's decisions and
made it known early i11 his
administration that he wanted to
free the court from the liberal
majority that Earl Warren
fashioned as Chief Justice before
he retired in 1969. Nixon said he
wanted justices who would
«strictly construe" the literal
meaning of the Constitution,

I
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KUNM

Since remodeling started in the
studios this year, there have been
a few problems of getting the
station organized. News Director
Andy Garmellly said recently
however, "Things are starting to
get back to normal."

rather than liberally interpret its vacany, painstakingly reviewing
provisions.
each one to avoid a repetition of
His first two appointments the Senate dispute over the
Chief Justice Warren Burger and qualifications ot Haynsworth and
Justice Harry Blackmun - were Carswell. 1t was expected that list
strict constructionists.
of potential nominees would be
Nixon also nominated G. expanded because of the Harlan
Harrold Carswell and Clement F. nomination,
Haynsworth to the court but they
Harlan- like his grandfather,
were rejected by the Senate John Marshall Harlan, who served
before Blackmun was chosen and on the court bet.w~E!n 1877 until
acct'!pted.
1911- has been called "the Great
Dissenter,"
Nominees Expanded
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell,
Appointed to the court by
had been screening a list of' seven President Dwight D. Eisenhower
potential nominees for the Black
(plE!ase turn to page 4)

.
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'It Exists to Keep You in School' Parents Charge USMC
EnglishlOl Tutorial Assists 'Flandicapped' Students

editorial
Hoover Must
Talk
fails to prove his
Hard-hitting Washington muckraker Jack
Anderson has issued a direct challenge to
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover.
Anderson proposes an open battle before
a congressional committee between himself
and the aging architect of the all-pervasive
FBI. The hearing would be the culmination
of a series of serious charges of abuse of
power that Anderson has levelled against
Hoover.
Hoover has responded to the persistent
charges with counterassertions Anderson is
"a purveyor of fiction." Hoover, however,
has not offered information disproving
Anderson's claims. This is what the
syndicated columnist is asking for.
In this move, announced in Wednesday's
edition of the Albuquerque Journal,
Anderson is seeking more than a public
airing of the facts. He proposes that whoever

case before the
congressional panel resign.
A string of presidents during Hoover's
tenure have quailed before the prospect of
trying to pry Hoover, gracefully or
forcefully, from FBI leadership. It is
political suicide t9 tamper with a man who is
good incarnate in the public eye.
However, Anderson's challenge could be
the handle to force Hoover, the most
secretive of the secret government bureau
chiefs, to either admit defeat by silence, or
justify his current administrative practices in
public.
Washington government leaders with any
sort of courage should seize on this challenge
as a means to make Hoover publically
accountable, a responsibility he bas shirked
for too long.

LOBO

A college student is. obviously
handicapped if he has difficulty
reading, taking notes, writing
papers, or taking tests. People
with these difficulties are being
helped by the University College's
English 101 tutorial program.
"We offer a'consisteht content,
as oppb~>ed to the widely varying
content of regular freshman
English," said Dean Brodkey,
director of the program. "Our
emphasis," he said, "is on keeping
people in school,"
Ful~ credit .is given for the
tutonal_, unl_ll~e the ~ormer
non-credit Enghsh 010, whwh also
had an ext~a $20 fee. Those
students scormg 14 or below on
the ACT Englis (plus. further
testing during freshman
orientation) are invited to take
the course.
There are five students to a

World

News

By Un,ted Press International

Spiro Not Dumped
WASHINGTON- A chief political aide to President Nixon
knows of no plan to drop Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
from the Republican ticket next year.
"There never has been such a plan here (in the White
House)," Harry Dent said Wednesday. "I'm not saying what
will happen down the road, because I don't know."
Dent confirmed he had written a letter to Wilfred Dalton,
head of the Queens County Conservative Republican
Association in New York, denying that the dropping of
Agnew was under consideration.
"Despite what you read in the press, there is no plan to
drop Mr. Agnew from the ticket in 1972," Dent wrote.
Nixon has confidence in Agnew and in the job Agnew has
been doing, Dent told a reporter.
"Others may have such a plan in their minds, even some in
this administration," he said. "But the President has no such
plan."

Gov't Endorses Cyclamate Bill

Industries Reimbursed for Losses
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
Administration has endorsed
legislation to reimburse industry
for I osses caused by the
government's ban on cyclamate
food sweetners, it was learned
Thursday.
Under the bill before Congress,
the government would pay claims
filed by industrialists who

Parents Fearful of Beatings, Menus

Chl.ne·se· Communi·ty Stand FI.rm
.

·.

By ROBERT STRAND
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)-In a
tiny shop crammed with delicate
plue and .white porc:lains, a_n
1mporter tr1es to explam why hiS
fellow Chinese • Americans have
resisted San Francisco's
integration by busing so
strenuously.
"Many call Chinatown a
ghetto," he says. "I call it a haven.
It's nice hole to crawl into- until
you feel secure enough to venture
out."
Over his cards, a gambler tells
you. "We formed this ghetto years
ago. Now that the ghetto is
threatened, naturally we are
pulling together."
No Names
Like most of the few in San
Francisco's Chinatown who will
talk to a non-Chinese reporter at
all, neither the gambler nor the
importer would give their names.
"Just say my family name is
Lee," says a jeweler who is
keeping his daughter out of school
because' "busing is very dangerous
for a child." Chinatown has
thousands of Lees.
In the second week of San
Francisco's massive busing of
26,000 elementary school
children, the buses still depart
Chinatown virtually empty.
Four "freedom schools,"
serving 1000 of the area's 3500
children, have begun operating on
21h hour shifts, and an attempt is
being made to set up more
schools. However, Chinese living
outside Chinatown gradually have
benn returning to public school.
Schools Set·up
Com pared w i t h whites
boycotting the buses in other
parts of the city, the Chinese have
a big advantage. They alrl!ndy
hnve classrooms with desks,
normally used for after· school
instruction in Chinese culture.
All the familiar arguments

.

against busing are ttearc:t m
Chinatown, plus some with an
Asiatic twist. "01.1r mothers belive
ho~ noodles or rice are best !or a
ch1ld's lun-;h," says a Chmese
social worker, "They don't think
sandwichcsareproper."
Communicatiort
.
But mostly the arguments
express fear-. fear of what
happens if a child becomes ill on
the other side of town or if a
non-English spealting parent seeks
to communicate with the teacher,
fear of children being beaten by
black or chieanos.
More than half of Chinatown's
70,000 residents, swelled by
recent immigrants and mostly
housed in substandard conditions,
do not speak English. Many
parent:l, not to mention children,
would be frightened by ~ trip out
of Chinatown.
Typically, the Chinese
youngsters has been kept close to
the storefront sewing factory
where his mother may work. He
always comes home for lunch.
'Wlll Not Obey'
At a playground a young
mother explains, "We Chinese
usually do what the law says, but
thill time I will not obey. We are
not fighters, but this time we will
grab the tiger by the tail."
"With busing we have heard of
so much violence aiready," she
says. "There's also been a lot of
serious bus accidents." School
officials deny both allegations.
Wayne S. Eng, a bank official,
says Chinese are "more
conservative," and "the typical
Chinese parent wants to do what
the others do. To tell the truth,
some ofit is racial prejudice."
Exploitation Charg(!
The few Chinese proponents or
busing blame the resistance on
skillful exploitation of the issue
by political conservatives.
The Chinese Six Companies,

representing community elders,
are said to have demanded
participation in this week's
anti-Peking parade as a price for
money for the freedom schools.
Thousands of parents signed
boycott pledges before school
opened, and, according to a
newspaper man, now fear loss or
face if they send their children to
public school.
My patients . are very vague
about what the boycott will
accomplish," says a physician.
"The boycott leaders themselves
seem unsure of their goals. They
talk vaguely about boycotting
untilthereis"somechange."
Alternatives
"But the courts clearly aren't
going to change their San
Francisco decision. And the
school board can't change, unless
the courts do."
Kwong Jin Hong, a seaman,
notes that, historically, Orientals
have been pcn:ecuted more than
any other minority group in
California. They were long denied
any schooling, as well as medical
care,. and their school segregation
didn't stop untill947.
"A lot or people now don't
know that," he says. "The best
thing for kids is to go to public
school. Now it's the kids who are
losing out."
The importer, the doctor and
the seaman all expect enthusiasm
for the freedom schools to wane,
largely for lack of enough
financial support to pay qualified
teachers and to buy supplies.
The banker, whose own
children are boycotting public
schools, says the attitude is "let's
wait and see, at least for a few
months."
Dennis Wong, a pharmacist and
a boycott leader, says the boycott
w iII continue "until the
government changes Its policyfor years, if necessary."

s1.1ffered financially when the ban
was imposed on grounds the
sweetners were linked with
cancer.
Congressional sources told UPI
that Robert H. Finch,, a White
House aide who was Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare
during the cyclamate controversy
in 1969 and 1970, played a role in
th~dministration's ~~pport. .
.Uit! lllt!ll>iUrt: WOUIU ,V<tY datJbti

Papers' Releas~ Sought

"Come on in and meet the other China-Are you there, Mr. Chiang •.. ?"

class, and each class meets five along all right' in high school to
hours a week, although, as hllar that he needs help,"
Brodkey explained, "That's really explained ;Brodkey. But it's 11ot a
for two classes: the Englillh, and pushover course. "Although we
some mutual outside course, like enco1.1rage the credit option, we
don't grade people any easier at
sociology or anthro."
Each section includes tutoring all," he added,
It's an expensive operation to
in that shared course, "We try to
run.
Each teacher has only two
, pick a good professor and an
interesting subject. Sometimes the sections of five students each, as
professor or teaching assistant opposed to the normal 30 per
from that class will come to the section, And they are "unusually
good teachers," said Brodkey. All
tutorial," said Brodkey,
doctoral students are involved in
The program has grown to 130 linguistics and language pedagogy
students per semester from 70 last and are llXperienced in teaching.
fa11, of the estimated 500 eligible.
Brodkey added that the
Although pre-registration did not program included many minority
fill the spaces available, they are group students. In fact, for one
fu11 now
semester, Native Americans
·
Studies ran one class just for
Ego Bruise
Many students hesitate to take American Indians. It was
the course, "It's ltind of a blast to discontinued because "They just
someone who 'seemed to get didn't need it."

VAN'S

WASHINGTON - Two House members will ask U.S.
District Court this week for a ruling on their suit seeking
release of the entire Pentagon study on the origins of the
Vietnam war.
Reps. John E. Moss (D-Calif.) and Ogden Reid (R-N.Y.)
said they would continue their suit despite the
Administration decision to publish an abridged version of the
papers. They said they would ask U.S. District Judge Gerhard
Gesell to decide the case in the near future.
"In view of the government's past record on secrecy and
over - classification, we must continue to insist on an
impartial court ruling on whether the remaining documents
have been properly classified," the Congressmen said in a
statement.

PLACE

POOL - SNOOKER
106 Cornell

268-2300

Congress Asks Reapportionment
WASHINGTON- A House Committee wants state

l~gis~atures to . complete reapportionment of congressional

dtstncts by Feb. 1, 1972.
By a voice vote, theHouseJudiciaryCommitteeWednesday
passed a bill that suggests but does not order that
legislatures take the step.
'
'
F d al I
.. . .
t t t
.
.
, ~ er
aw reqUires S a es o redraw thell' congressiOnal
diStricts after each federal census. Committee sources said
only 16 states have completed the task, working from 1970
census figures

WITHOUT DATES
HALF-PRICE

•

Tomcat Plane Scored
WASHINGTON- Sen. William Proxmire charged today
the Navy's new F14 Tomcat fighter is a "Tom Turkey, not a
Tomcat.''
He said it was slow and difficult to turn that it could be
outmaveuvered by the plane it is designed to replace.
The Wisconsin Democrat introduced an amendment to
terminate the F14 program, as weapons cost critics continued
an assault on a $21 billion military procurement
authorization.
The first attempt to trim the measure failed Wednesday
when the Senate, by voice vote, rejected legislation to stop
development of the B1 bomber.
Proxmire said "a recent Pentagon study convincingly
shows that the Navy's present F4 (Phantom) fighter,
modified only with leading edge slats, could outperform the
F14A at all speeds likely to be encountered in a dogfight. 1'
Proxmire contended that the F14's small wing area would
give it less "hard turn" capability than existing aircraft,
including the Soviet MIG21.

Reg. Price 60¢

Per Hour
8 Track Tapes-$2.25

filed by cyclamate manufacturers,
fruit growers and canners, soft
drink bottlers, food processors,
drug firms, and wholesalers for
money they lost when the
prohibition was ordered Aug. 14,
1970.
Lost Profits
There would be no
reimbursement for lost profits,
but the bill sets no limits on
government payments for other
losses. The U.S. Court of Claims
would decide each case and court
awards of $100,000 or more
would requirll subsequent
appropriation by Congress.
Henry Schacht, vice president
and secretary of the California
Canners and Growers, a farming
and canning cooperative with
1500 members in California and
Wisconsin, said his organization's
bill was estimated at about $16
million.
Schacht said fruit canners lost
heavily because the ban hit jllbt
after the canning season and
required destruction of large
stocks of cyclamate • sweetened
canned fruits.
A House Judiciary
Subcommittee begins hearings on
the bill next Wednesday. So far,
the subcommittee has received
endorsement from William N.
Letson, Commerce Department
general counsel, and J. Phil
Campbell, Agriculture
undersecretary.
No Objections
Also, HEW Secretary Elliot L.
Richardson, Deputy Attorney
General Richard G. Kleindienst
and a representative of the Office
of Management and Budget wrote

the subcommittee that they had
no objections to the bill.
Such reimbursements would
not be unprecedented. The
government paid cranberry
growers for their losses resulting
from the 1959 incident in which
pesticide residues prompted a
warning against eating cranberries.
Also, in 1959, the Agriculture
Department bought caponettes,
chickens that had been treated
with the hormone Des, after the
birds were barred from the market
because potentially harmful Des
residues were found.

Exercised Son to Death
BALTIMORE (UPI)- The last weekend in three separate
parents of a Marine recruit who incidents.
He collapsed during a 21/.-mile
died two dayll after he collapsed
during a 21/:!-mile run at Parris run last Friday and died of
Island, S.C., charged Thursday probable viral pneumonia Sunday,
their son was threatened with His parents were at his bedside
punishment and was overexercised when death came.
to a point of exhaustion.
Report Demanded
Harry John, whose son, Waucn,
Rep. Paul Sarbanes, D-Md., has
23, died last Sunday at the Marine demanded a complete report from
Corps blll!e, said he :received letters the Marine Corps on the recruit's
and telephone calls from Warren death.
decrying the training because it
A Marine Corps spokesman said
was too strenuous for him.
there was no connection with
Wanen's death and an earlier
Buddy Held Phone
illness he suffered. Warren was
The parents said their son one of 39 Marine recruits
phoned from a Naval hospital in hvspitali~ed last July 3 with
Beaufort, S.C., last July but was various ailments caused by
so sore "his buddy had to hold excessive pushups.
·
the phone to his ear .•. he
The father said Warren had
couldn't even lift the receiver."
written he was considering
According to the parents, applying for a. medical discharge
Warren also said he received an ear after he realized the training was
infection, suffered a raspy cough I;Qo strenuous.
and swollen knees but told them,
John said hill son wrote:
"You can't say anything about it
"I can't do these pushups and
because they threaten to send you I'm being threatened with all
to the 'Motivation Platoon.' "
kinds of punishment."
The father said he understood
the Motivation Platoon was the
place where persons were ordered
to dig holes and fill them up
again, make forced marches and
receive similar punishment.
Warren was one of three Marine
recruits who died at Parris Island
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• Noise Suppressor Switch
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• Pause Control with Lock
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Chinese Leadership Shifts
LONDON - Major internal developments involving the
future of the Chinese communist regime were believed by
diplomatic sources Thursday to be behind the mystery
enveloping the Peking scene.
·
·
No hard information has reached the outside, nor has any
been received by any of the key foreign envoys accredited in
Peking. But the .welter of rumors and unofficial reports
increasingly pointed to significant ·internal moves, the
diplomatic sources said.
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Lobo Review· ...

Prosecution of 35 Alleged
Polluters Sought by Govt.
WASI-ITNGTON (UPI)- The
govemmen t cited 35 alleged
polluters Thursday in a
crackdown to spur r~tpid industrial
com~liance with water cleanup
reqUirements.
The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) asked the Justice
Department to prosecute the
firms on grounds they failed to
apply for permits to continue
discharging wastes into
waterways.
It was the first such action taken
under an 1899 law requiring
permits for discharges into
navigable waters. Originally
intended to keep waters clear for
shipping, the law's scope was
broadened by President Nixon last
December to cover polluters also.
Deadline
The deadline for pexmit
a~p!ications was July 1. The EPA
srud the 35 plants are among
thousands
which
not yet
firsthave
of these
for
filed,
and the
which EPA has gathered evidence
of discharges.
.However, EPA Administrator
William D. Ruckelshaus said more
•
90 per cent of the nation's
b1gge~t polluters have applied for
permits.
Three of the 35 plants are
owned by U.S. Steel Corp. John
Quarles, Assistant EPA
Ad minstrator for Enforcement,
told a news conference that the
U,S, Steel plants filed applications

t~an

Book Corrects Utopian Delusions
Max Eastman's Writing is Subjective and Poetic

but did not sign them. He said the
law requirE's the signatul:'e of a
corporate official as a swo1·n
statement that the anplication
correctly details the type and
amount of wastes being
discharged.
Cdminal Convictions
Quarles said he expected
Justice to seek criminal
convictions for most of the 35
The law provides a ma:Kimu~
penalty of $2,500 for e11ch day in
violation, plus imprisonment for
one year.
However, Quarles said prison
terms would not be sought and
fines probably would be limited
to $2,500 since EPA investigators
spent only one day at each plant
gathering discharge evidence.
"This is the opening shot of our
effort to force f11ll compliance"
Quarles told a news confexenc~.
"We will continue vigorous
investigation,
refer
more cases and
to we
the will
Justice
Department."
Qua rtes said the permit
program already had prompted
many firms to stop or reduce
discharge or pollutants. He said
the EPA would begin issuing
permits next year, stipulating
precise discharge reductions in
most cases.
"By the end of 1972 therew"1ll
be a significant beneficial effect
on wate•• quali"ty as a result of th1's
program," Quarles said,
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.Harlan filed dissent after d1'ssent.
.He said restrictions on police
questioning of criminal suspects
represented "poor constitut1'onal
1 a w'' and the forced
reapportionment of state
f
legislatures
put the "basic aspect
o state political systems under
the pervasive ovedordshin of.., tho,,
federal judiciary."
However, he came to join the
court's maJ'ority in the h1"stor1·c
1954 decision
ordedng
desegregation
of schools
"wi'ththe
..oJI
deliberate speed."
~urger Regrets

Andy lives in an old ice cream
freezer in the Fido parking lot.
Willy lives in the back of the
truck. Ed sometimes sleeps on the
sidewalk.
They used to leave the trucks
parked in front of the dorms, but
they got ripped off.. "Now we
have to lock the trucks, We were
being decent until people were no
longer decent to us. That's the
way it always is, but should never
be."
The four Fido men were the
ones responsible for getting the
street dance together. They got
the band to pla" and they has.sled
with the red tape.
~ Let them know
how you liked it, and if you'd like
more. They'll see what they can

(Continued from page l)
well when he talked of people
Sctences, the t~acher e. valuation, who will march or shout for their
and th~ Drop:m Center are all cause. but won't lick stamps to
examples _of llllnds and hearts at help 1t because it's not dramatic
work. ProJects such as. these show enough," said Travelstead.
s 0 m e b 0 ~ Y, c:: res ; that_' s
Focus
no~·llpathetic, Travelstead said.
President Heady was reluctant
There are many reasons for to pin the term "apathy" to the
my . re.luctance to say we're University.
ap~thet1c. There are_ many tb!ngs
"I have some trouble with the
gomg ~f! that are different kii?-ds term apathy. I have a feeling what
of acti"!st programs than movmg we have is a different focus of
I!Iound m cr~~ds. Ther; .~~ a lot interests. Attention is focused
of unpubhc1zed acttv1t1es by more toward academic pursuits"
students, faculty, and staff that he said.
'
need to be acknowledged. T~ere
"I would agree there's a
:rre a.l~t of people who do thmgs lessening of activism toward social
Ill ame. ways.
.
issues, The energy of students
Juhan Bond e:Kpressed 1t very seems to be directed more toward

the source of soc:ial issues where
.efforts should be concentrated "
Heady said.
'
A disenchantment with what's
going on in the world is a possible
provoker of apathy, according to
Harold Lavender vice president of
student affairs. '
Let Down
"Perhaps such things as the
hippie movement, which was a let
down to many people who had
faith in it, result in a certain
amount of apathy" said
Lavender.
'
Lavender also attributed
material causes to a lack of
interest in many students. "If a
student has to work eight hours a
day and go to school, he's not
going to be gung·ho aboutl;tudent
activities," he said.
"Maybe what some people
characterize as apathy is really a
wise choice of ways in which a
student is using his time, in a way
that's useful to him," Lavender
said.
When Captain Holst of UNM
police was asked about apathy on
campus he said: "The police
haven't had much to deal with
bi!Sides the parking situation. I
think the students are just too
busy for much of anything."

do;
"If you don't want ice cream
just smile when we drive past
FFO Productions says hi!"
•
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them that it was all ri"ht. Finally
they took some, and "'it was 1·ust
beautiful."
Since.re Ice Cream
Ed said, "When I wlllk around
campus ·and smile at people they
IIIen't the samf' as when I'm in the
truck. They think I'm not s.incere.
It's not an ice cream truck smile."
'rhe guys like their work as
Good Humor men and think the
peop1e they work for are "very
beautiful." "One time our truck
b ro ke d own in Grants, -and Viola
(th e b ossa
I d y) traced our location
thr· ough the State Police. She left
us a message that said she'd be
t h ere at 7 o'clock to pfck us up.
She drove 100 miles to <ret us and
she even brought rlinner
" because
'
h
k
s e new we were hungry."
."W.hen Jellyb.ean left yesterday,
V10la bought h1m a warm jacket.·
'!hat was pretty far out."

.
. .
BY SANDY MILLER
Wh o are th ose sm1'l"mg freak s
that drive around campus in
F1'do's lce C ream t ruek s.?
They are Ed, Willy, Andy and
Jellybean. Ed explained, "We do
everything on Karma. It's a matter
of being right on to your brother.
1 re I'f a guy wan ts ICe
We f'gu
· cream
and he can't afford it, then it's all
right to lay it on him.
"We l'Ike t o wa tch th e reac t"Ions
of people. Sometimes they'll
comeuptous and pay us b ackf or
a popCI"cle we gave th em wee ks
ago • Whe n we t eIl th em t o t a k e
som.~>th'm.,d f.or .ree,
• ey usuall'J
f
th
take th e cheapest th'mg.
"There were these two chicks
an d we wan t e d t o
from T mwan
·
givethemsomeice
h
crem
a as a gi'ft ,
T ey just couldn't understand
" Y we wou ld giVe
•"h
·
th em f ree
food. It took weeks to convince
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Ed Bra~n puts on free entertainment f~r passers· by while Libby
Carlyle llllnds the sto:re at one of the rovmg confection t'tucks that
have been buzzing around the campus this fall. Doesn't look like the
old ice cream man, does he?
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FROZEN PRICES MELTED DOWN
PRESENT THIS AD FOR 10% DISCOUNT

FROM STATE FAIR SPECIAL PRICES

"REFLEC'l'JONS ON T.HE
FAILURE OF SOCIALISM"Max Eastman (VieWPoint I 75
cent11 paperback),
If ours were a more intellectual
time, an.d we of the post·war more
devoted to thought rather than
"feeling," perhaps Max Eastman
would be onE! of our folk heroes. I
am sure that, as things are, few
people know of him or of his
prodigious works.
Eastman is an old man now, in
his SO's. .He lives in a small
Maas achusetta town, as
non-conformist as when }I.e joined
radical socialists in 1910 · and
edited "The Masses" before the
Russian Revolution of 1917, He
has never stayed with any
particular group for long but has
always followed his own rugged
course.
His devotion to social justice
took him, in 1924, to the Russian
Communist Party Congress, where
he saw Trotsk,Y denounced. It was
not long after that the great
bloodbath engulfed virtually every
peasant who could read and all
who deviated in the slightest from
Joseph Stalin.
Eastman's book is a corrective
if one is needed, for the de!usio~
of the utopians. It is written in
the historical and literary manner
and would not be too valuable to
those who believe that all
important questions are
"answered" by intricate tables
and mounds of statistics. A main
feature of Eastman's writing is
that it is subjective <tnd poetic
not empiricist. Curiously, this j~

an advantage, as his honesty and

decency are clearly
communicated ..
Eastman's ptbblem, when he
returned to the United St<ttes in
1927, was that he did not
conform to the ideological rigidity
in the American Left. At that
time many believed great advances

were being made in Russia, and
little was known or believed of
the slave·labor camps and the
mass genocide.
.He was excluded from the
m11in..stream of the Left first as a
"Trotskyist" and later as a
"capitalist agent," His drift away

ALBANY, N.Y. (UP!)Demonstrators demanding the
resignation of gov. Nelson A.
Rockefeller gathered Thursday for
a march to the state capitol to
protest the police assault that
ended the Attica Prison rebellion.
Groups of protestors assembled
at a park area about a mile from
the massive, grey stone capitol,
which was under heavy security.
The Attica insurrection, which led
to the deaths of 30 inmates and
10 prison employes, broke out
two weeks ago.
Extra police were on duty, and
no one was permitted beyond the
entrance hallway unless he
worked in the building.
Protective Measures
Protective measures were
·particularly tight outside
Rockefeller's second-floor office,
although he was not present and
was not expected.
Iron gates blocked off most of
the main hallways in the building
so that state workers had to
funnel
desk

where their identifications were
checked carefully.
Meanwhile, a spokesman for
Rockefeller said a meeting would
be arranged with union leaders of
8000 state prison workers over
their threat to lock all convicts in
their cells Oct, 7 unless prison
reforms were immediately carried
out.
Worked Out
The spokesman said oetails for
the meeting with officials of the
American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employes
were "being worked out."
At Attica, Jeffrey Haas of
Chicago, an attorney who said he
was a member of the Lawyers
Guild, distributed a three·page
statement from inmates that he
snid had been "entrusted" to the
Guild.
The authors of the statement,
which was highly critical of
Rockefeller and state prison
personnel, policies and practices,
we.re not identified, but Haas said
they were inmates selected
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UNITED NAT.IONS (UPl)Britain and Nationalist Ghina
Thursday challenged tlle legality
of the U.S. drive to seat two
Chinas in the Unaited Nations.
British U.N. Ambassador Sir
Colin Crowe, expressing doubts
whether Washington's two·China
move is compptible with the U.N.
charter, said London had issued
instructions to oppose anything
that would delay Communist
China's seating in the world body,
Britain has made it clear it
accepts at face value repeated
assertions by Peking that it would
not enter the United Nations so
long as Nationalist China retained
its seat.
'Flagrant Violation'
In Taipei, the spokesman for
the Nationalist Chinese Foreign
Ministry, Dr. Wei Su·Yun, said the
U.S. two-China policy is a
"flagrant violation" of the U.N.
charter.
"This move is not only against
the wishes of the Chinese people
but also underminell the dignipy of
fhe United Na~ions, destroying its
moral strength as well as the basic
principles of the charter," Wei
said.
The United States was defeated
Wednesday night in the Genernl
Assembly's steering committee on
its plan to merge debate on its
own ·two-China item with
Albania's proposal to seat
Communist China and expell the
Nationalists.
U.S, delegates conferred
Thursday with co-sponsors of the
on

ALSO
SHOES & BOOTS

1m CHARGER<! FLARES

Central

In no-iron solids, stripes and patterns,

&

Wide bottomed, with tht'l heel-to-toe slant.
A mind full at only $11 to $i3 a pair.

University

Friday, September 24, 1971

Almost

l;l;lopen the issue on the Assembly
floor . .
'Minor SetbacK'
A U.S. d11legation spokesman
said the 12-9 committee vote
against the merger move was "a
very minor setback" in the U.S.
campaign and noted that the
committee agreed to list the U.S.
China item on the agenda· along
with the Albanian move.
"Lots of people said this
couldn't be done," the spokesman
said.

Concert

The first concert of the UNM
Chamber Orchestra with Kurt
Frederick ·conducting will be
presenting on Sunday, Sept. 26 at
4 p.m. in The Fine Arts Center,
Keller Hall.
Tickets are <tVailab!e at the
department of music office or at
the box office before the
performance and are $1 for
general public and $,50 for
students.
.$: :-: ~~~~ m~~m::~:;: ~~="
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jvJarch, Strike Threat Fallow Attica

New Mexico Lobo
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from Marxism and socialism began
when he learned of Stalin's
cdmes. By 1936 he had
completely broken from anY type
of Marxian belief or utopian
solution to poverty and injustice.
He eventually came to
recognize the position of socialists
and Oomm unists in labor
movements as, in essence
exp!oitationist and power seeking:
.He knew that in Russia the
worker and peasants had become
feudal setfs owned by the state
dictator.
It is no ~ecret 'any longer that
socialist economies do not
perform as well as market ·
capitalism, but serve only to
maximize terror and injustice. Yet
economics are not emphasized.
Eastman concentrate~ his fire
on the inhumanity and moral
corruption of ideology and shows
how it has been systematically
used to g_ain eower over society, In
the 1920s and 1930s labor was
the main target; today it is the
racial minority.
When Eastman writes of
workingmen, it is only necessary
to substitute black, Latin or
Asian. The socialist radical needs
cannon fodder and now the "third
world" is the supplier.
The problems of economics
while important, are clearly
secondary to those greater
questions of morality and truth,
By concentrating on these,
Eastman has man<tged to
transcend the issues of the past to
the concerns of humanity in all
countries.
Tim .Hunter

Prote?tors Demand Rockefeller Resign

P~r;anoia is discovering that the
Uuted States really is a
second-rate nuclear power.

7:00 a.m.-midni!rht

American Two China Policy
Challenged by Britain" China

M-W-f Until9 pm

7611 MENAUL NE

other prisoners to serve as
spokesmen. The group identified
itself as the "Attica Liberation
F<tction,"
Prisoner Demands
The lengthy statement
backgrounded the faction's
demands, which included the
removal of Attica Supt. Vincent
Mancusi, two prison doctors and
the food service manager.

"I really wasn't sure what this
place was all about except that you
could talk about problems. 1was
afraid this was just for drug problems.
God knows I am having
problems with everything,
but one thing I don't
have is a drug
problem. You can
really talk
about anything
here."
AGORA
277-3013
Northwest
corner of
Mesa Vista
Any24hours

At Prices You Can Affoid

296-6978
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Band Prepares Bright Halftime Program

I

By MARK SANCHEZ
"And now ladies and gentlemen, for
your halftime entertainment the University
of New Mexico Marching Band'' . . . is
usually what greets football fans at
University stadium, just before they make a
beeline to the concession stand or the
restroom.
This year's halftime performances will be
under the guidance of Fred Dart, a second
year instructor of the UNM Band. Dart
promised a new exciting look for the band
this year. New uniforms, snappy routines
and the newly enfranchised Loboettes will
take the field for your "halftime
entertainment."
Winning football teams brought to UNM
prestige and the desire to make each game a
veritable experience. New Mexico, which
vyas down so long it didn't know which
way was up, now is up and so is the rest of
the school along with the band.
Dart, a sq~\are - jawed blonde who
brought the biggest flag in the nation out
to the ball game last year, is enthusiastic
about what thill year's band will have to
offer spectators. "We'll try to do a
different show each week," he said.
Practice three times a week will produce
shows with varying degrees of originality,
visual effects and entertainment.
Dancing girls will abound at the stadium,

'

(@uurtern
Package Liquor

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

.96 6-pk

.All a pre-game analysis about
the Lobo - Iowa State game boils
down to, some say, is whether or

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.

C<>UN$elar Always on Duty
2106 Central S.f,
247.()836

SAVE TIME

Highest Quality Gasoline

not the Lobo secondary can hold week spot in the Lobo defense,
off the Cyclone passing attnck, and this Wllek should challenge
and how well the Big Red them well enough. Carlson threw
Running Machine (the Lobo six: completions in the second half
of last week's battle with Idaho,
offense) can move the ball.
Rudy Feldman, head coach of including one touchdown in be
the Lobos, is slow to make any Cyclone's 24·7 win.
Iowa State head coach Johnny
kind or prophecy about these
questions, and for a good reason. Majors expressed his optimism
He l&a~ not seen much of Dean about Carlson's ability when he
Carlson, quarterback of the said Carlson ' 4had no contact
Cyclones, who replaced George work for 10 days before the game.
Amundson, now the probable He started getting better as the
starting tailback, after the 32·3 game progressed, however."
Carlson likes to go to his
Iowa State victory over the Lobos
flankers, and those flankers, Dave
last year.
The Big Red Running Machine McCurry (192) and split end Ike
is a different story. Feldman has Harris (210), spend n lot of time
seen them run, he sees them run deep in the secondary. This means
every day in practice, But how that help from the Lobo
they are going to move the ball linebacking corps of Herman
during the games cannot be fore- Fredenberg, Houston Ross and
Harry Pdce or Steve Bradshaw ill
seen.
For one thing, Tony play more in the shallow areas,
Letuligasenoa and Rich Diller are the flats and over the middle
going to both see a lot of action at leaving the secondary to fend for
the fullback slot in Feldman's
Wishbone·Y offensive setup. The
two replace last year's leading
Lobo rusher, Sam Scarber.
For another thing, Nate McCall,
Lobo Cross Country coach
one of the regulars on last year's Hugh Hackett takes his runners to
squad in the backfield (which was Alamosa, Colo. where they will
the second best ground gaining compete in the Adams State
unit in the nation last season) did· Triangular meet this Saturday.
not start against Texas Tech last
The eight-mile run, over art
week, but probably will get the asphalt road, will also include
starting nod tomorrow night.
runners from Western State
The secondary is considered the College and Adams Statl!. "We're
.--------------------------
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5101 Zuni S.E.
10% off on food
purchases for

UNM students

2504 BROADWAY S.E.
EDitH & CANDELARIA
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Lobo Sports Editor. Mark
"Mash" Sanchez (who know~; as
much about sports as the average
kiclc b<J}l enthusiast) limped to a
4·4 record in Tfl.e New Lobo Picks
hmt week while everyone else
l'aced .far out in front.
Sanchez, who has be.en taking
gas for his record .all week long,
has promised to buy a MW ouija
board bef(lre the season grows
much oldl!r.
Out front after the first weelt's
scores are. Roger "Rush'' Ruvolo
and Jim ."Peeps" Pensiero both
with 7-1 records while defending
champion Don "CINCUNIV"
Burge is next with a 6·2 showing.
All fo~r of the ex:tispicio1.1s
expe~;ts blew it on the Arizona vs.
Washington St. game. For a time
it looked as though they might
·even have predicted that one right
until Washington St., ever in filar
of winning a game, allowed three
last period touchdowns to snatch
defeat away from the win column.
The Arizona • Was:hington St.
game was the only game Ruvolo
and Pensiero guessed wrong, while
Burge lost on both that game and
the UNM - Texas Tech contefit,
Sanchez worked hard to pick up

where Burge left off and &lso lost
the BYU - CSU and Utah - Oregon
games.
Whe.n told of his near perfect
record Ruvolo had this to say;
"The only thing that amazed
me was that in predicting which
teams would win is that the coin I
use came down heads seven
straight. tjmes."
Pensiero didn't have a
comment; mainly because no one
has taken the time to read the
results to him. (The other three
prognosticators, however 1 have
promised to let "Peeps" know
how well he is doing sometime
soon.)
Sanche~~:' only comment was
"Damn." Which isn't exactly what
he said but that is close enough to
the printable version.
At that Sanchez appears to be
following in the steps of last
year's great Sports E Paul Fleck.
Burge, who has never picked
the Lobo's first game right, and
who seldom gets the second game
right either1 refused to make any
comment so he wouldn't have to
quote himself while writing thl11
article.

.
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Lobo Picks ...
Jim
Pensiero
(7-l)

Dort
Burge
(6·2)

Mark
Sanchez
(4-4)

Roger
Ruvolo

UNM 28-24

UNM 23·17

UNM 32·13

UNM 32·3

at UTEP

UTEP 24-17

Arizona 17-H

UTEP 21-10

UTEP 24·14

Arizona St.
at Utah

ASU 35·26

ASU 39-6

ASU 35-21

ASU 28·10

K. St. 14·10

K. St. 28·7

atldaho

Idaho 21-7

Idaho 25-9

Idaho 14·10

csu 21-17

Wyoming
at Air Foree

AF 35-6

AF 30-0

AF 24·7

AF 35-7

N. Te!~:as St.
atNMSt.

N. Texas 77·17

N. Texas 28-6

N. Texas 24·3

N. Texas 28·0

Iowa St.
atUNM
Ari~ona

BYU

at Kansas St.

csu

(7·1.)

K. St. 14-7

.

WAC Highlights Tough Contest
Arizona-UTEP InHardestGameScheduled

itself in the deeper territories.
The Lobo secondary will
probably go with newcomers
Steve Ernst (18 5) and Dan Sptiggs
(192) as well as veterims Bob
Gaines {198) and Don Dungan
(179 ). Ernst is a sophomore and
his only experience in varsity ball
came last week against Texas
Tech.
Spriggs has had some
experience while Gaines and
Dungan were regulars last year,
,Carlson's replacement of
Amundson came after the fourth
game in Iowa State's 1970
campaign, but Amundson still
does some throwing from his
tailback slot. Carlson and
Amundson are both 6·3 and weigh
210lbs.
The game is slated to kick off
at 7:30 tomorrow night at
University Stadium with an
estimated 27,000 plus expected to
be in attendance.

Cross Cc;>untryTeamGears Up

FINEST FOOD

running in this meet to get used to
the higher altitude in preparation
for the WAC Championships,"
added Hackett, "they'll be held in
Ft. Collins, Colo. this year and
this meet will help us quite a bit."
Coach Hackett is still rebuilding
this year but has a fine crop or
freshmen runners along with
lettermen Reid Cote, Joe
liemandez and David Roberts,
Roberts holds the school record
ithe mile, 4:02.5, artd is one of
the top five runners in the
conference. "Roberts can make
Ail-American this year if he
finishes in the top 15 at the
NCAA Cross Country
Championships at Knoxville,
Tenn.,'' said Hackett.
El Paso, BYU and Arizona are
the Lobos chief opposition in the
conference this year, but says
Hackett, "We can compete with
any team if we develop at least
five or six strong runners. We have
a good team .but not enough
depth. We've won the Conference
Championship four times in the
last nine years and we expect to
add quite a f!lW more."
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By JIM PENSIERO
There· will be a lot of hitting
this weekend in the Southwest as
WAC teams continue to spread
their heat around with
non·conference foes. There is only
one conference game scheduled;
Arizona vs. UTEP, so at this point
in the season it is still very hard to
ascertain who will dominate the
WAC. Games scheduled are as
follows:
Arizona vs. UTEP- This
should be a particularly hard
fought battle as each team is
bringing a big win last weekend
into the corttest. Arizona beat
Washington St. 39·28, while the
U'l'EP Miners won their second in
a row with a 21-3 romp over
Pacific.
The game promises to be a
tossup in that Arizona's

I

SUNDAY SPECIALS
RoAST SIRLOIN
OF BEEF

$1.75

Served with Brown Gravy,
Baked Potato or French

. .. . . .

Fries, Soup or Salad, and
Vegetable.

CoRN FED
PORK CHOPS (2)
BREADED VEAL CUTLET

$2.20
1.70

T-BONEUSDA
4.25

CHOICE STEAK

Served with Soup or Tossed
Green Salad, Mashed or
French Fried Potatoes,
Vegetables, Rolls 8: Butter.

..

....

ALSO SERVED
~ FIUED CrucKEN-

$1.65

4 p<:s.
Served with Cole Slaw,
Mashed or French Fried
P<>tatoes. Rolls &: Buttfr

17)~~

AcRoss FRoM CAMPUS·
CENTRAL

8c GtRARI> 265·1669

quarterback Bill Demory
decimated the Washington St.
secondary for 159 yards and three
touchdowns. Meanwhile the Miner
secondary intercepted seven
passes to lead their team to
victory.
Arizona St. vs. Utah- Utah
will be looking for a comeback
in their upcoming game with
Arizona St. Last weekend the
Utlls were nipped by Oregon,
despite a desperate and almost
successful second-half rally. ASU
meanwhile had to sweat blood in
their last second triumph over
Houston.
BYU - Kansas State.
Although the Lobo office
doesn't contain a wealth of
material on Kansas State, tney
will be considered favorites over
BYU by means of their previously
excellent record against WAC
roams. BYU won't be a pushover
though, last weekend they
annihilated Colorado State 54-14
behind the superb running of
Golden Richards. Look for a high
score, but a Kansas victory.
CSU vs. Idaho- Both teams
are attempting to rebound from
disasters last weekend; CSU was
crushed at the hands of BYU
while Idaho was effectively
murdered by the Lobo's opponent
tomorrow, the Iowa State
Cyclones. Even in a game of losers
there is usually a victor, Idaho
seems a bit stronger1 especially
defensively, and thus is favored by
all but one of the Lobo
sportswriting corps.
Wyoming vs. Air Force.
The Wyoming Cowboys were
crushed last weekend by eighth
ranked Colorado and this,
weekend's rodeo with the Air
Force Academy might bear similar
fruit. The Academy is consistently
strong in every department, while
the Cowboys could score only
twice on Colorado, one the scores
ort an 84 yard kickoff return,

The Cowboys might be trying
to build a better bomb shelter but
they will need more sustained
drives to combat tbl! Air Forces
well balanced blit~.
NMSU vs. North Texas State,
The Southern farmers will once
again attempt to beat their
plowsha~es into swords as they
put up their famed lntemational
Harvester offensive formation on
the field against an equally
vivacious North Texas team. One
of the high points or the game will
be the half·time show, where 400
cattle from local ranches will be
auctioned off for new uniforms
for the .Aggies •. Last weekend the
Ags were beaten by Utah by the
paltry margin of 34·0,

Carrol ton

Once he asks for your finger
he's responsible for your hand.

UNIVERSITY SHELL
specializing in tune-ups
brakes, air conditioning
& expert -ivelding
FREE PICKUP & DEUVERY

jEWELERS

10% Discount to Students

"The Unusual as Usual'•

24 ltr. service

(across Menaul from Coronado Center)

Len Maestas
2720 Central SE

268-5877

TELEPHO!IIE

2684480

6609 MENAUt. Bt.VP., N.E.

IN A BLAZE
OVER BLAZERS!
So versatile you can wear them over
everything .•• slacks, skirts, hot pants!
A smart Cotton Corduroy style sketched,
in Burgundy or Navy, sizes 5 to 13.

"Whistle Stopn
by WHITE STAG ••• $25
COLOR KING

AUDIO
& SERVICE

AM·FM

ONIC

Stereo Receiver

$189.50

I

as the Chaparels and the new Loboettes will
offer the fans enough fleshy coed action to
carry them through the 20 minute
half-time lapse. ·
.
A minor dispute arose last year, when
Dart tried to induce the Ohaparels to align
themselves with the band. The group, most
of whom are Albuquerque talent, didn't
respond because of schedule conflicts. HWe
would have had to go to band practices in
addition to our own," said Gale McNamara,
spokeswoman for ·the . group. She said
Qobody has quite said what will happen as
far as C..Paparel songs were concerned. Dart
cleared the problem up when he said the
band would play their tunes.
What the band and the chaparels are
working toward is, tp become part of the
football experience at UNM. The Lobos are
a winning ball club and the process of
building an acceptable show to go along
with the ball game is in the process of being
built, and Dart wants it known. "We want
people to tell us if the lines aren't straight
or they don't like the show or the
uniforms," he said.
"We have completely different uniforms
this year and we're not sure if the people
will go for them," he added. The uniforms
he talked about will be jazzy red numbers,
with striped jackets for the male members
of the hand topped off by a red derby.

RED CROW

plus Two speakers
plus Record changer
plus Cassette deck

I

Iowa State Will Test Lo'bo Secondary
Coln-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry

BRIDGE & ISlETA
300 WYOMING S.c.

.I

U' s Extispicious·Experts
Program Prognos ti-cat.ions

t.

Near UNM

~QUIPMENi-

SOUND SYST!tM

5003 Menaul NE
268-4227

AM-FM

ALSO CHEAP
USED TV's

Stereo Reteiver

2225 LEAD S.E.

$99.50

Sound room-Components-Lowes+ Prices
Complete Service Department 3 Day Service

265·5997

with speakers
Friday. September 24,l9'i1

NEW MEXIC'O UmO

..

a·
-

White Stag·

265-6931/ScJn Mateo at Lomds
Shop Mon., Wed., Fri. 'til 9

..

Pnge7

. ''.

Thieu 'Invites' I...~egislature
To Change Election Plans
SAIGON (UPI)~ South
Vietnamese President Nguyen Van
Thieu Thursday angrily invited
the National Legislature to 11 cat.ry
out its res~;>onsibilities" and
reorganize the presidential
election if it is dissatisfied with his
one-man race.
Newspapers in South Vietnam
said Thieu expressed "anger and
surprise" at a resolution passed by
the Senate Wednesday calling the
Oct. 3 election illegal,
Thieu met for one hour and 45
minutes Thursday with U.S.
Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker
and Brig, Gen. Alexander M. Haig,
deputy assistant for national
security affai:t's under President
Nixon's Special Advisor, Henry
Kissinger. U.S. spokesmen had a
no comment on the discussions.
'Grey Alert'
The meeting coincided with an
announcement that all 215,000
U.S. troops in Vietnam would be
placed on "grey alert" status
Friday "in anticipation of possible
enemy activity" during the final
10 days of the presidential
campaign.
There was no formal comment
from Thieu on the Senate
resolution, passed on a stunning
28·3 vote with another 28
senators absent or abstaining.
The immediate effect of the
Senate action was unclear
although it seemed unlikely that
Thieu would delay the election.
The Veterans Mutual Benefit
Association, a group of retired
generals and field grade officers
who were active in the regime of
the late President Ngo Dinh Diem,
Thursday asked Thieu to delay
the election.
Several South Vietnamese
newspapers, including pro and
anti-government publications~
carried nearly identical reports on
Thieu's reaction to the senate
resolution.
'Anger and Surprise'
The newspape:r Tin Song (Live
News), which is directly backed

CLASSIFIED

by Thieu 's private secretary and
principal spokesman Hoang Due
Nha, carried a front page story
Thursday night that said
11
President Thieu has expressed
anger and su:rprise at the
proclamation of the Senate
demanding cancellation of the
Oct, 3 election."
The newspaper ~aid ' 1President
Thieu's stand~;>oint is that the
National Assembly, having made
the Constitution, while the
executive has only the right to
respect and execute the
Constitution, should can·y out by
'itself its constitutional functions
in order to secure its wishes under
democratic procedures."
·
''The President was informed
fully on the Senate resolution
during his flight back from Pleiku
where he attended a campaign
rally Wednesday. President Thieu
immediately responded by
reversing the question:
HWhy didn't the National
Assembly dare to correctly carry
out its own responsibility instead
of appealing to others to be aware
of their responsibility?"

Calling U
September 24, 1971
Crusade for Christ; 9 a.m.;
Union, room 231-A.
Speech depa:ttment; noon: Union,
room 230.
ASUNM·Regcnh Grievance
Sub-Committee; 3 p.m.; Union, room
280.
Phi Sigma Tau; 3 p.m.; Union, room
250-C,
Executive program~ 5 p.m.; Union,
rooml40.
Students for McGovern; 6 p.m.;
Union room 250D-E.
ASUNM Tutoring; 7 p,m.; Union,
xoom 250A·B.
Film Committee: "Wait Untn Dar";
8 p.m.; Union theater.
C~mpus

ADVERTISING

PERSONALS

SISTER AND BROTHERS, COME OUT
for REVOLUTIONARY LOVE. Meet
with us l"rlday .at noon on the mall.
l<'loweta, music, theater, GLI•'. 9/24
HUNG UP--ON DRUGS? Wanting to ilnd
more meaning in Jlfe? ComI! to our
eMCee nnd talk st'Ssionl1-l"ratl out how
.Jt'Sus Christ .::hantes Uves-l!Very Wednesday, 10:30 a.m. 107-C Cornell SE.
D/24
BLANK l>Al'E BOOK? 1rfect that Jntet'·
estlng someone through Arrnntements
Unlimited. 107 Girard SE or call .26G8a7D. 9/29

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: llLACK PUPPY DOG with
leash aeroes from UNM. Contact Becea
307 Cornell, Apt, 4. 9/30
FOUND: Silver and turquoi:Jc ring-, on
Friday Sept. 17. !f y(lu think its youta
Cllll Jill. Ph. 242-3!166. D/29
BILLFOLD STOLEN from Scholes 206
Thursday, Sept. 16, Keep money; please
return billfold, contents important to
m~. D. Bell, 2!l8·261JS, 277•5741. 9/24

3) SERVICES
MUSIC INSTRUCTION: Will teach !!a.le•
ooenhpiNNE
ophone, rcasonab!c rates contact Terty
24Z.430G. 9/30
TffiED OF. DOING YOUR OWN IRONING 1 Call 266·1GG4. Reasonable rate!.
0/28
PHO'rOGRAPHY CounsE. Intensive in·
divldualized lnstnlctlon in fundamentals,
or tailored ta your present level of
achievement, 1JY serious Pto!u;aional.
Heavy Ptactlce in eleccllcnt darkroom.
Lectures, dillcWJslons . argurnenbf, field
trips, criUqui!S. Lim1ted to eight very
.11erJous persons. VerY near UNM. Can
266-2444. 9/24

4} FORltENT
TWO GENTLtMEN STUDENTS share
room with klt~hen Pt'ivelegce, Evenings
266·0695. 9/28

5)

FORSALE

'67 CHEVROLET: La.w student must sell
lrnpala SS convertlble1 327 V•8 1 automatltl transmission, mula.! tires, eltcellent
cortdltlon. $1250, 298-4034, 9/27
MUSTANG '68, 4 !!Peed, poeltme, konl
shooks, l'naiJI!o . mfchlcn!, stabiUzet bars.
\Vill out handle Z.28, 242•6451. D/30
64 WESTCOASTER MAiL TRUCK;=;.
t>alntcd, Interior rc-donc-OHEAP-266·
0691 aftt!r 5:30, 9/30
'i9iii'"FoltlJ Falrlane, Good Medumfcal
Condition, $126. 266·1474. 9/28
:RAnntTS: They make loVable all'ectfonate
pet!! and are easy to care fol:', Ctill 2660981 or come evenngs by 412 Columbia
SE. 9/30.
..
80WUSED :PORTABLE TV'S. $30-$60. 441
romlng NE. 266·5987. 12/20
1962 l<'ORD FAlltLA:NE, Good Meehan~
icnl Condition, $126. 2611·1474. 9/27

5} FORSALE
IBM Sl!.:LECTRIC TYPEWRITER with
1\[aintennnce Agreement. $300. Excellent
Condition 266·420G. 9/.2'1
NEED BREAD-1!171 CD31i0 lforula-3
months old-$700-eash. 1960 VW Bu~-r
-Super Clean-$32G.OO cash. Rick 247921'1.
BEADS, BEADS, nEADS I Hundred of
different kinds and colors o£ beads.
Beads for macrame at The nead Shamnn.
401D San :Felipe NW. Old Town. 11-7
dnl]y. 9/2'1
USED SUEDE AND LEATHER J'ACKETS. :,2.u0 w 16.00 ea~h while they
JMt. At The Dead Shaman. 4018 San
Fcl!pe NW. Old ToWn 11-7 daily, 9/27
19118 HARtEY·DAVIDSON SPRINT ss.
Rebuilt engine. Just tuned. Excellent
<!on~ltion, $290, 266•1165. !J/28
11171 HONDA 90. Drand new. 350 mtil.'!f.
~'ulmer helmets. 266·16'18. 9/24
Bl!.:AUTIFUL- PU:RE-UREDSIAMESE
KITTENS $10 each; 266-G052; 243-4825,

.

I

CAMPU§ BRIEF§
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Media Week

Heady and Horn
Ferrel Heady and Calvin Hom
will hold a rap session from 1:30
to 2:30 in the Union lounge on
the first floor Sept. 27.

Persons interested in helping
with 01 The Experiment in Media"

week contact Tom Hogg at
277-4706,

Ballots

Single copies of the voting
machine sample ballot for the
Oct. 5 municipal ele<:!tion are now
available at the first floor
infOJ:mation desk of City Hall.
Voting will be on e!ght general
obligation bonds for city
improvements, two fol,lr·year
terms on the city Commission,
one unexpired Commission term
and one four•year term as
municipal judge.
School for election officials will
be held at 7 :30 p.m. Sept. 30 in
the Civic Auditorium and a
question and an;;wer period for aU
election workers and poll officials
will follow the review of
instructions.

Sat, & Sun.
1:00,3:10,
5:15, 7:20,
9:40

'Rgbin Stone ...

'His '"Women ...
The Picture!

Jonson Gallery

J.o,n.son Gall.ery will be
exhtbttmg the pamtings of Ed
Garman Sept. 26 through Oct. 22.
The Gallery is located at 1909 Las
L~mas Rd., N.E. and is open
~ruly, except Mondays, noon to
S!Xp.m.

Las Chicanas

Health and La& Chicanas will be
discussed at a meeting of Las
Chicanas at 7 p.m. Sept. 26 at the
Chicano Studies Center. Also on
the agenda is the discussion of the
organizing of a possible city-wide
Las Chicana conference and the
selection of a spokeswoman for
the group.

Meditation Lectures
The Students International
Meditation Society is sponsoring a
free film and lecture at 3 p.m.
Sept. 29 and a lecture at 8 p.m. in
room 231·E in the Union.

Gay Liberation
Gay Liberation will sponsor a
·•zap, today on the mall starting
at noon. Featured will be music 1
guerrilla theater and a series of
short speeches. Everyone is
welcome to participate. ·

WHERE: .Tournalbm Building. Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mintmum ($1.40) per time run. lt ad is to
205, :Utt:rnoons preferably or matJ.
l'UJ'I f\ve or more conaecutlvo days with
Classified AdverthJng
no changes the rate fs redueed to 6c
UNM P.O. Bolt 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TF.RMS: P11.yment must be m~Ldo in fullllrlor to in~ertion ot advertllsement

1)
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''***v.*
BRILliANTLY CONCEIVED,
BRILLIANTLY DONE! DEVASTATINGLY FUNNY!"
-Kathleen Carroll,
New York Dally News

''Joe· is the

BRACKEN
Auto
Dismantlers
phone 877-5355
2615 Coors SW
free parts locater service

Auto Parts

'Midnight Cowboy:
'Easy Rider' and
'Bonnie and Clyde'*O
of 19701''

z·

*+

*DETROIT NEWS
+C<NCINN.\11 EI'IOIJiRER
• LOS ANGELES HEAA~O EXA!.llNER
*WASHlNGTON POST
0CHlCAG0 ZUN TIMES
*TIMEMA~ZINE

Complete Engines
transmissions-glass
Wrecking late

model Corvettes
Used VW parts
radios, tires, and seats

7:30 - 9:30

COLOR

DON PANCHO'S

2108 CENTAAL S.E./247~4414

now all you have to do is blow the match out ... and wait for it all to happen ..

!l/2G

DATSUN 2000: One of 500 produced for
CIM3 C competition. 277·5508. 9/25
LONG SLEEVE KNIT SHIRTS In soJid.q
and patterns. L<lbo Men's Shop. 212()
Central SE. 9/30
LEATliER BELLDOTTOMS AND JACK·
ETS by Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 9/30
USED :MUS1CAL INSTRUMENTS &; RECORDS. nrothers Music, 1831 Central
NW. 242-3746. D/28
70 HONDA 7GOcc, Luggage mck, faring,
tiOOD mi, 296·'7184. 9/25
SHffiTS 1. Florals, . Solids, lltrlpce, Prints,
Knits. All fn your site. Lobo Men'11 Shop.
2120 Central SE. 243-6954 •
JUST RECEIVED a shitlment of 1971
Singer Sewing Mru::hines. These ma•
chines have never been WJed and ~Lre
eqUipped W/zlg-tag, make buttonholes,
etc. Will be sold for< $4ft each, .::ash or
terms. United F'relght Sate;, 3920 San
:Mateo NE, Open 9 til 9. tfn
FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. These units have AM-FM stereo
receivers w/8 trru::k player. Also come
complete W/separate delUxe Garrard
changer & four sPeaker system. $109,96
cash or tenn!l. United Freight Sales, 392~
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9. tfn.

6)

WAIT··
UNTIL
. DARK

SUB Theatre
Fri. 6, 8, 10 pm

EMPLOYMENT

C()LLl!.:GE Sl'UDlilN'l': Prepa.te now for
the bUl!lnce!\ world. Choose y(lur own
bouts. Sell established products to home
and lndlllltry, Call 266-2200. 9/27

Satt.ttday & Sunday

8 & IOPM

7) MISCELLANEOUS
HARRIS l'WEED SPORT COAl'S $30
each. New arrivalg from England. Also,
~ndlan Navajo rugs. Many Interesting
lmPorts. FREED CO., 416 Centtal NW.
GIRL8-LET US BUY YOUR CONTEM~
PORARY FASHION CLOTHES that
jwt hang In your .closet. l"'UNBU.ELLA,
1003 San 1\lateo SE, 266·4020.

BARBARELLA

Star?
Jane Fonda

A.SUNM FILM COMMITTEE

PageS

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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